The Guide to Rally Italia Sardegna 2012
From 17th to 21st October, Italy – and in particular Sardinia – will host the twelfth round of the FIA World Rally
Championship 2012. This guide was created to allow spectators to follow the rally in the best way possible. Together
with the aerial maps, this guide represents a very accurate plan of the Special Stages, of the spectators’ areas – and of
their access roads – and of the natural beauty typical of this territory.
For a correct interpretation of this guide, we suggest to follow the below key:

•
•

Features: GPS coordinates, distance from the START and description of the spectators’ areas;
Access roads: itinerary to access the spectators’ areas with:

GPS coordinates and references: to use as settings for satellite navigation systems

Detailed description of the road to follow
 Photos of the main junctions with indications.

As a useful integration to this guide, you’ll find arrow signs in the main junctions close to the Special Stages – using a
different colour for each day of competition (purple for Day One, red for Day Two, blue for Day Three and yellow for Day
Four) – which will easily guide you to the spectators’ areas.
We take the opportunity to remind all the members of the public that the green signage is reserved to the Media. If
green signposts are not associated with other colours signs, please ignore them in order not to interfere with the
precious work of journalists and photographers.
To enjoy the show offered by the crews to the fullest and in total security, we kindly ask your cooperation by respecting
some simple instructions listed below:

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

If you plan to access the spectators’ areas through the roads indicated by the Organizers, please follow the
instructions in this Guide for each Special Stage so that spectators with fragile vehicles – such as very low or big
cars, camper vans, etc - will not obstruct the way to other spectators, but they will be able to find alternative
solutions to go to other interesting spots;
To allow a well-ordered stream of public, we kindly ask you to drive carefully and park your veh icles in a correct
way avoiding to get in other spectators’ way;
Once you arrive in the spectators’ area you choose, please follow the instructions of the Marshalls and of the
Authorities, they will be on the spot to help you enjoying the rally to the fullest by guiding you to the Areas set
up by the Organizers, marked with green safety tape;
Don’t stop in the areas marked as ZONA PERICOLOSA – DANGEROUS AREA, as it can be extremely dangerous
for your own safety and it could lead to the cancellation of the Special Stage causing big damage to the event:
45 minutes prior to the start of the Special Stage, the FIA Safety Delegate will fly over the stage with his
helicopter – marked with n.1 – to evaluate the safety and authorize the start. We kindly ask you to be in a safe
position and not to walk on the stage road.
If you wish to leave one of the spectators’ areas and walk along the stage, please don’t walk on the stage road
but use the tracks and trials next to it.
We kindly ask you to help us preserving the wonderful nature surrounding the area of the event by keeping a
correct behaviour as stated in the ‘Norme di comportamento nelle aree naturali’ document, created in
cooperation with the Forestry Commission and the Forest Rangers.
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